Driving Directions

From I-10 going East

- Follow signs toward the Central Business District. Take the Carrollton Avenue exit.
- Follow South Carrollton until it nearly ends and turn left onto St. Charles Avenue (follow streetcar tracks).
- At the light at Broadway turn left.
- At the light at Freret St turn left.
- After you pass Fogleman Arena on your left, turn right onto Engineering Rd to park.
- Lindy Boggs will be the second building on your right.

From I-10 going West

- As you enter the downtown area follow the signs to Highway 90 Business/West Bank.
- Exit at St. Charles Avenue/Carondelet Street (do not cross the bridge).
- At the second traffic light make a right onto St. Charles Avenue. Follow St. Charles Avenue four miles; pass Tulane and Loyola on your right.
- At the light at Broadway turn right.
- At the light at Freret St. turn right.
- After you pass Fogleman Arena on your left, turn right onto Engineering Rd. to park.
- Lindy Boggs will be the second building on your right.

From the Central Business District/French Quarter

- Follow St. Charles Avenue approximately five miles; pass Tulane and Loyola on your right.
- At the light at Broadway turn right.
- At the light at Freret St turn right.
- After you pass Fogleman Arena on your left, turn right onto Engineering Rd to park.
- Lindy Boggs will be the second building on your right.
CHEMICAL AND BIOMOLECULAR ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
BUILDING 15, ROOM 300

Pull onto Engineering Rd (behind building 15) to park.
Please call Nan Meng or Patrick Swindle if you need further
directions: 504 865 5772